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Trading in line with our full year expectations
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In our note dated 2 July 2018 we anticipated an improvement in trading for the
year ending March 2019. The trading update announced today affirms this view
and the Group confirms that it is trading in line with market expectations.
Trading for the six months to September 2018 has seen revenue grow at double
digits with a commensurate improvement in profitability as the trading mix is
favouring the higher margin and operationally leveraged Industrial division. In
an otherwise positive trading update the only negative was that the order book
for mandrels has weakened. Nevertheless, we remain comfortable with our
FY2019 and FY2020 forecasts that were set in July and make no changes. We are
also happy to retain our fair value of 130p.
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Growth continues in Films division – The division has reacted positively to the
consolidation of the three businesses under one management team and the successful
integration, cross selling and demand optimisation has resulted in strong growth and
an effective use of the available capacity. Work is also being undertaken to increase
capacity within barrier film extrusion, printing and specialist sack making to better
serve existing customers and attract new ones.
Welcome recovery in demand within the Industrial division– Trading in FY2018
in the plastic bearings business, was negatively impacted by delays in customer calloff of components in two of the Group’s major projects. Call-off on both projects has
now improved and demand from other customers is also encouraging. The matrix
business is also performing well following restructuring last year and sales growth is
strong for both existing and new products. As noted above while the mandrels
business had a good start to the year demand began to deteriorate as the half year
progressed and the order book is now significantly worse than management’s
expectations.
The issue of plastic waste – Plastic waste from single use consumer products is not
relevant to the Group’s business streams. However, management is taking whatever
steps are available to it to address the issue to the extent that it is even considering
changing the name of the Group to reflect that its business is more about providing
innovative solutions for its customers that it is about plastics per se.
Forecasts unchanged – Given that the Group is trading in line with market
expectations we are making no change to our forecasts for either FY2019 or FY2020.
While the group remains vulnerable to volatility within the Industrial division we
believe that significant progress has been achieved in increasing the potential for
organic growth in all the businesses. We retain our 130p fair value but would
anticipate this rising as the Group delivers on its five-year plan.
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